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Election Observers
Observers protect the integrity of the election by 
impartially observing ballot processing activities.

Must be identified by an “Observer” tag and sign a 
roster

Election observers will be provided information about:

o The process of conducting an election 

o The observers’ duties

Observers should understand the process and rules 
prior to observing the election.

RCW 29A.40.100

WAC 434-261-020



Election Observer Duties
Observe every aspect of the process

Logic and Accuracy Test
Processing Ballots

Collecting ballots
Signature Checking
Opening ballots
Scanning ballots
Adjudicating votes
Securing ballots

Election Night Activities
Auditing the Results

Random Audit
Risk Limiting Audit (RLA)
Review Anomalies

Certification of the Results

RCW 29A.40.100

WAC 434-250-110



Two Ways to Observe

Livestream:
The Auditor’s Office installed security 
cameras and livestreams the video from the 
ballot processing room 24/7 during the 
voting period.  The video feed is available at 
masoncountywaelections.gov 

In Person:
Political parties may designate observers to 
be in the ballot processing room during all 
phases of the election. We welcome 
citizens as well. Our space is limited to four 
observers (up to two from each party with 
consideration of citizens). 



Goal of Training
For observers to understand the process of conducting 

an election.

Testing
Ballot Security
Processing Ballots
Inspection
Duplication
Resolution
Tabulation
Reconciliation
Certification of Results

RCW 29A.40.100, 29A.40.110

WAC 434-250-110



Testing

Before ballots are mailed the system is tested to
ensure the ballots are being tabulated accurately
and reported correctly.

At least one pretest is conducted.

Official Logic and Accuracy Test is conducted for all
elections. The Secretary of State’s office attends
and certifies the testing on all State and Federal 
elections.

What is tested?
o Every ballot style, includes ballots from all 

printing sources (vendor, AVU, VoteWA.gov, and 
from our office printer)

o All responses for all candidates/questions
o Overvotes (voter marks more than one)
o Undervotes (voter makes no vote)
o Write-in votes
o Reporting on the Secretary of State’s website

RCW 29A.12.130



Ballot Security
Ballots are required to be locked, sealed and accessed 
in the presence of two election staff.

Two election staff is required at all times when ballots 
are collected, being transported and during all aspects 
of processing.

All transportation bags/containers are required to be 
closed/locked with a seal that is logged in duplicate by 
the two staff. One copy goes in the transportation 
bag/container prior to sealing, the other copy is kept 
with the staff until opened at the counting center.

Scanned ballots are sealed in boxes or envelopes with 
tamper proof tape and numbered seal sticker(s) and 
logged, then stored in a locked and sealed room.

Sealing requires the use of uniquely numbered seals 
written on seal logs and signed/initialed by two staff. 
When opening, the seal must be verified against the 
seal log to detect any unauthorized access.

RCW 29A.60.110, 29A.60.120

WAC 434-261-045, 434-261-130

WAC 434-250-110



Cyber Security

The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) has 
designated Elections a Critical Infrastructure.  This has 
brought additional resources and assistance into the 
protection and security of elections. We are part of an 
ongoing collaboration between DHS, the Secretary of 
State’s office, the Washington National Guard and our 
county’s IT department to increase the security of 
Mason County’s elections.

As part of our required ongoing training and 
certification, our office has participated in numerous 
Cyber Security trainings including a National Election 
Cyber Drill, run by the Department of Homeland 
Security.

The ballot tabulation system is not connected to the 
internet.  The results are downloaded onto a flash 
drive. The flash drives are provided by the Secretary of 
State and they are only used once to protect the 
tabulation system from malware.  



Processing Ballots
When the ballots are collected, the staff counts the 
number of ballot envelopes and a log is maintained 
to track the number of ballots received throughout 
the election.
The signature on the oath envelope is compared to 
the signature in the voter’s record. All signature 
checkers must complete a signature training taught 
by a Washington Secretary of State provided trainer.
Ballots are challenged if there is no signature or the 
signature does not match the signature on the 
voter’s record.
A letter is sent to the voter who’s ballot is 
challenged, giving them an opportunity to cure their 
ballot and have it counted.
During opening, the Oath envelopes are placed voter 
information side down. Then the secrecy sleeves 
with the ballot are removed. The sleeves are then 
shuffled to further maintain voter secrecy and then 
the ballots are removed.
The number of ballots received, challenged and 
accepted are reconciled daily to maintain accuracy 
and accountability.

RCW 29A.40.110
WAC 434-250-110



Inspection
Ballots are inspected for anything that the
tabulation system would not read properly. 

Ballots that pass inspection are scanned and
processed normally.  Ballots that do not pass
inspection are handled individually to ensure that the
voter’s intent is accurately captured.

WAC 434-261-070

Inspectors pull ballots for 
careful resolution that may 
have:

Vote corrections where the 
voter did not make an 
additional choice

Voting marks outside the 
oval.



Duplication 

Ballots that cannot be scanned need to be duplicated 
onto a new ballot.  The ballots may not be scannable 
because they are are torn or soiled or printed as such 
that cannot be scanned or any other reason that the 
scanner will not accept it.

Ballots that can be scanned but the votes cannot be 
detected properly (ballots printed from VoteWA.gov or 
printed in smaller text or other reasons). 

“Ballot duplication” is a true copy of valid votes.

All ballots that require duplication are logged and 
resolved by a team of two and then audited by an 
additional team of two election staff. 

RCW 29A.60.125

WAC 434-261-100



Resolution

The ballot tally system, Clear Ballot reviews marks in 
the target area individually. Resolution is the process 
of reviewing marks and ensuring they record 
correctly.  This requires two election staff.

Example:  A voter makes a correction and selects 
another choice, the system records it as an overvote. 
The staff must adjudicate the selection to reflect the 
intended vote.

In addition to scanning the area inside the oval, Clear 
Ballot scans the area around the oval, the candidate’s 
name and the write-in line (target area). As part of 
resolution, ballots with writing or marks in the target 
area are identified by Clear Ballot for additional staff 
review.



Tabulation

All ballots that the signature on the ballot declaration is 
accepted are scanned into the Clear Ballot system. 

The Clear Ballot system stores the ballot image.  The 
system cannot tally any votes until it is properly 
prompted.

Ballots cannot be tabulated nor can results be released 
until after 8:00pm Election day.

RCW 29A.40.110

WAC 434-250-110



Reconciliation

Prior to every election certification, all ballots 
received, counted, and rejected must be 
accounted for.  A daily reconciliation is completed 
to ensure all ballots are accounted for on a daily 
basis.

The Secretary of State’s Office requires counties to 
complete a reconciliation form that they provide 
and must be published on our website after 
certification of the election. 

The information on the reconciliation form is the 
final count of ballots received, counted, rejected 
and all other ballots not listed (forwarded ballots, 
no longer a voter, etc.).

RCW 29A.60.140 & 190

WAC 434-262-025



Reconciliation Form



Certification of Results

The County Canvassing Board consists of the 
Auditor, Chair of the County Commission, and 
Prosecuting Attorney (or designee(s).  The Board 
reviews and certifies the results 10 days after 
Special Elections and Presidential Primaries, 14 
days after Primary Elections, and  21 days after the 
General Election.

This is when the election results become official. 
All ballots and signature cures must be received no 
later than the day before certification.

RCW 29A.60.140 and 190

WAC 434-262-070



Election Observers
Observers Cannot
Touch ballots or ballot bags/containers or 
equipment
Disrupt or interfere with the process 
Distract the staff
Talk to voters
Discuss political issues while observing
Advocate for or against any candidate or contest 
in any way.  Example: wear clothing, buttons, etc.
Use a cell phone or any other recording type 
device.
Make record of any information regarding votes 
on ballots.

Observers are important for the integrity of 
elections



Election Observers

Important for Observers

Attend training
Learn county procedures
Learn the laws and rules
Report questionable observations
Direct questions to Marie or Susan – not to 
the staff



Schedule

Ballot processing begins after ballots are 
mailed to voters. Processing times can vary 
based on the number of ballots received and 
may not occur every day.  

The ballot processing schedule is posted on 
the elections website at least two business 
days prior.  The schedule will be posted at 
masoncountywaelections.gov

The ballot processing center has limited space. 
Each party can schedule up to two observers 
at a time throughout the day.  

Be mindful that we would like to also 
accommodate anyone who may want to 
observe who is not affiliated with a party.

https://masoncountywaelections.gov/


… observation of the process 
and procedures helps ensure 
the integrity of our 
elections….



The Mason County Auditor’s office is happy to welcome individuals to 

observe the processing of ballots.  Due to space limitations, we can 

accommodate two observers from each political party at a time.  We will 

post our ballot processing schedule on our masoncountywaelections.gov 

website at least two days in advance and ask that the parties inform us of 

who will be observing and their hours at least one day in advance.  Please 

email the of observers and times to elections@masoncountywa.gov  

 

Observers must follow these rules: 

 

o Must check in and wear a badge at all times.  

o Must not disrupt or interfere with any process.  

o Examples of interference might include obstructing voters’ or 

staff path, engaging in conversation with voters or staff, 

electioneering by wearing campaign clothing, buttons, or other 

paraphernalia while observing.  

o Must not touch any machinery, equipment, supplies, or ballots.  

o Must stay within the designated observer areas.  

o Must not talk to or ask any questions of Elections staff. Questions 

may be directed to: County Auditor Paddy McGuire or Elections 

Superintendent Marie Stevenson  

o Must limit conversations and discussions with other observers.  

o Must not take pictures or use cell phones or electronic devices.  

o Must not bring food or drink into the facility. (A closed-lid water 

bottle is allowed as long as it is kept away from work areas.)  

o Must not record any information regarding votes on ballots.  

o Must follow requests from the Auditor, Elections Supervisor, or 

designated area lead.  

o Cannot have any weapon of any type on or in their possession. 

 

If any observer or visitor cannot follow the above rules, they will be asked 

to leave the facility. 
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